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Purpose
and
y Objectives
- Understand Trip Generation Processes across major US

cities
- Determine the uniqueness of Trip Generation
Procedures in NYC
- Compare
C
T
Trip
i G
Generation
ti P
Procedures
d
ffor major
j US
cities
- Suggest modifications to Trip Generation Practices

y Sources
Sou ces
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Report 8th Edition
ITE Trip Generation Report,
y Comprehensive and continuously updated information
y Based on surveys conducted in national settings at

suburban locations with lesser densityy
y Often dissimilar from city environments
y Rates presented as Vehicle Trip Generation rates rather

than Person Trip Generation rates
y Data lack reflection of local Modal Split Characteristics
y Not accepted in NYC (unless under extreme situations)
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New York City
• Numerous travel modes – Highway, Rail, Subway, Bus, Ferry,
Bike,
Bike and Tramway
• Over half of commuters take Mass Transit to work (US Census
Bureau)
• Did You Know? NYC has
the largest public
transportation system in
the North America… and
is still expanding with new
Bus Rapid Transit lines,
the Second Avenue
subway and bike lanes
subway,
lanes.
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New York City Review Process
y State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA)
y City Environmental Quality Review, or “CEQR”
y CEQR Technical Manual – 1993, 2001 and 2010
y NYCDOT allows:
rates provided in the CEQR Technical Manual
use of previously researched and approved Trip Generation
rates from NYC EISs
rates determined from Original Surveys
ITE Trip Generation rates (under extreme circumstances)
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Boston
• Extensive public transportation options – Commuter Rail, Rail
Rapid Transit, Bus and Water Shuttle
• Approximately one-third of Bostonians use public transportation
to commute to work (US Census Bureau)
• Did You
Y
Know?
K
? Boston
B
iis called
ll d the
h “W
“Walking
lki Ci
City”;
”
approximately 14 percent of the population commutes by foot.
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B t Review
R i Process
P
Boston
y Environmental assessments adhere to the Massachusetts

Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
y Within city limits, reviews conducted by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority (BRA)
y Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) serves

as the approving agency
y MassDOT recommends use of ITE Trip Generation Report for

Vehicle Trip
p Generation
y If ITE Trip Generation Report rates not available or applicable,

rates may be adjusted after discussions with reviewing agencies
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Washington D
C
Washington,
D.C.
• Robust transit network – local and regional Rail, and Bus
• Large number of regional commuters on a typical workday
• Over one-third of commuting trips are by Transit
• Did You Know? After NYC’s Penn Station, Union Station is the
second busiest train station in the US

W hi t
D
C R
i Process
P
Washington,
D.C.
Review

•

Reviews conducted by the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation (DDOT)

•

Proposed actions subjected to the District of Columbia
Environmental Policy Act (DCEPA) and NEPA

•

Guidance p
provided byy DDOT’s Design
g and Engineering
g
g
Manual recommends the use of ITE Trip Generation
Report or the ITE Journal

•

If pertinent data not available, a local survey may be
conducted.
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Atlanta
• Primary transportation hub of
Southeast US – Rail and Bus
• Region recently experienced an
explosive population growth
• In the process of expanding
transportation infrastructure to
accommodate population growth

• Did You Know? Atlanta is in
the p
process of creating
ga
greenbelt along the rail-based
beltline right-of-way.
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Atlanta Review Process
•

Developments subjected to the Georgia Regional
Transportation
T
t ti Authority
A th it (GRTA) Technical
T h i l Guidelines
G id li

•

Use of ITE Trip Generation Report rates recommended by
the Procedures and Principles Document

•

If ITE Trip Generation Report rates not available or
applicable, rates may be based on surveys based on ITE
Guidelines

•

Alternative rates may be used if justifiable from recent
studies on similar land uses
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Chicago
• Home to second busiest airport in the
p
world,, O’Hare International Airport
• Extensive bike network, other public
transportation options - rail, bus boat,
and
d trolley
t ll
• One-quarter of commuters use public
transportation (US Census Bureau)

• Did You Know? Chicago is a
bicycle
y
friendly
y cityy with over 110
miles of on-street bike lanes and
frequent citywide biking events.
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Chicago Review Process
•

Developments
in
follow
the
D
l
i Chicago
Chi
f ll
h Illinois
Illi i Environmental
E i
l
Protection Agency (IEPA) guidelines.

•

Typical practice suggests use of ITE Trip Generation
Report.

•

Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT) is the
reviewing agency.

•

CDOT allows for reductions in vehicle trip estimates to
account for transit use.
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San Francisco
• Home to Iconic Streetcar lines and
cable cars
• One-third of commuters use public
transportation such as rail, bus,
ferry (US Census Bureau)

• Did You Know? San Francisco
is leading the push to reduction
in fuel consumption; over half of
it taxi fleet are comprised of
hybrid or alternative fuel
vehicles.
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San Francisco Review Process
y Developments subjected to California Environmental Quality

Act (CEQA)
y Reviews of Environmental Impact Reviews (EIRs) conducted

by San Francisco Planning Department
y Guidance documented in the Transportation Impact Analysis

Guidelines for Environmental Review (2002)
y San Francisco Planning Department allows use of:
8/18/2010

Trip Generation Rates provided within the guidelines;
previously approved rates;
original surveys/counts;
ITE Trip
T i Generation
G
ti Report,
R
t 8th edition
diti
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San Diego
• Four out of five commuters drive to work (US Census Bureau)
• Auto-centric
biking
A t
t i but
b t strong
t
biki city
it reputation
t ti
• Did You Know? San Diego has over 50 miles of trolley
network, including service to the Mexican border.
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San Diego Review Process
•

Developments subjected to California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA)

•

Reviews conducted by the Land Development Review of the
Development
p
Services Center

•

Transportation Studies based on Traffic Impact Study Manual
established procedures

•
•
•

Rates provided by City of San Diego Trip Generation Manual
Rates may be adjusted,
adjusted if justified
Use of other rates such as ITE Trip Generation Report not
preferred ((unless no other alternative))
p
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Los Angeles
• Vast highway network with subway, rail and bus options
• Approximately ten percent of commuters use public
transportation to commute to work
• Did You Know? Los Angeles has the second highest bus
ridership in the US despite its reputation as an auto-centric city.

Los Angeles Review Process

•

Developments subjected to California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA)

•
•

Reviews conducted by Lead Agency

•
•
•

Use of the ITE Trip Generation Report recommended

LA DOT provides standards for Transportation Studies
including Trip Generation Methodology

Local rates provided for residential uses
Deviation for ITE rates rare unless Development is located
near strong Transit or pedestrian presence
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Summary

•

Three of the Eight Cities discussed -- New York,
York
San Francisco and San Diego -- have own
protocol and p
p
procedures for estimating
g Trip
p
Generation Rates

•

These cities
Th
i i recommend
d the
h use off the
h ITE Trip
Ti
Generation Report if no other source is available

•

Remaining five cities advocate the use of the ITE
Trip
p Generation Report.
p
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C l i
Conclusions
•

Extensive research efforts needed to provide guidance on
how cities could improve current procedures.

•

Potential new trip generation publication desired with focus
on cities/urbanized areas.

•

Information from traffic professionals and agencies to be
gathered that implement independent procedures

•

Categorization of data preferred such as population or
density classification levels, or transit usage to enable
comparisons between cities
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DISCUSSION & QUESTIONS
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Contact Information
Amir Rizavi – arizavi@eng-wongtaub.com
(212) 542-5018
Alfred Yeung – ayeung@eng-wongtaub.com
ayeung@eng wongtaub com
(212) 616-4984
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